Campbelltown Spiritual Church of Light
CWA HALL AT THE END OF KING STREET CAMPBELLTOWN

Service every Sunday 5.00pm to 6.30pm
Contact: Maxine (02) 9826 7330 or Our Web Site: www.campbelltownspiritualchurch.com
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The Seven Principles of Spiritualism
U

1. The Fatherhood of God
2. The Brotherhood of Man
3. The communion of Spirits & the Ministry of
Angels
4. The continuous existence of the human soul
5. Personal responsibility
6. Compensation & retribution
for all good & evil deeds done on earth
7. Eternal growth open to every human soul

Upcoming Guests
September 2014
7th – Kylie Savage
14th – Sharon Hood
21st – Ann Williamson
28th – Mary King

October 2014
5th – Maureen Romanowski
12th – John Smyth
19th – Linda Usope
26th – Ian Crosbie

OUR SPIRITUALIST CHURCH SERVICE















Welcome and introductions
Song or Hymn and Opening Prayer
Song/Hymn to lift the energy
Address by the Guest Speaker
Reading The Great Invocation &/or The
Seven Principles
Meditation and Healing
Members of the congregation invited to
share meaningful experiences or suitable
readings
Song or Hymn with freewill donation
Demonstration: Spiritual communion (proof
of survival) by guest medium
OR Overheads, Psychometry etc.
Notices
Benediction (closing prayer/blessing) and
closing Song or Hymn
Tea and Coffee and a chat

Background

the first
observance of Father's
Day was held on July 5,
1908, in Fairmont, West
Virginia, in the Williams
Memorial
Methodist
Episcopal Church South,
now known as Central
United Methodist Church.
Grace Golden Clayton
was mourning the loss of
her father when, on December 1907, the Monongah Mining Disaster in
nearby Monongah killed 361 men, 250 of them fathers, leaving around a
thousand fatherless children. Clayton suggested her pastor Robert Thomas
Webb to honour all those fathers. Following that some years later....
The idea of a special day to honour fathers and celebrate
fatherhood was introduce by a woman called Sonora Smart Dodd
who was inspired by the American Mother's Day celebrations and
planned a day to honour fathers early in the 20th century. The first
Father's Day was celebrated in Spokane, Washington on June 19,
1910.

FATHERS DAY POEM
A dad is someone who
wants to catch you before you fall
but instead picks you up
brushes you off,
and lets you try again
A dad is someone who
wants to keep you from making
mistakes
but instead lets you find your
own way
even though his heart breaks
in silence
when you get hurt
A dad is someone who
holds you when you cry
scolds you when you break the rules
shines with pride when you succeed
and has faith in you even when you fail........
Unknown

NOTICES:
SUPPORT YOUR CHURCH Feel free to come and help set up,
clear up, (many hands make light work) bring a friend, bring a
plate of something, flowers from your garden, host a service,
whatever makes you feel good - all contributions appreciated.
The AGM will be held @ CWA Hall, 14th Sept. 2014 @ 3.00pm
HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Best Wishes & Many Happy Returns to all
our friends who are celebrating birthdays in September &
October.
We hope that the year ahead will be all that you wish for........

Trip to the Zoo
A small boy was at the zoo with his father.
They were looking at the tigers, and his father was telling him how
ferocious they were.
“Daddy, if the tigers got out and ate you up…”
“Yes, son?” the father asked, ready to console him.
“ …Which bus would I take home?

Magic Penny
After putting their three-year-old child Brian in bed, his
parents heard muffled sobs coming from his room one
night. Rushing back in, they found that the child was
crying hysterically when he saw them. He told his
parents that he had accidentally swallowed a penny and
was sure that he would die now. The father, in an
attempt to sober him down, took out a penny from his
pocket and pretended to pull it out from Brian's ear. The
child was really thrilled and stopped crying at once. In a
flash, he snatched the penny from his dad's hand,
swallowed it, and then cheerfully demanded, "Do it
again, Dad!"

The Joy Ride
Bob was 16 and finally got hold of his driver's
license. In order to celebrate the special day, the
whole family went out to the driveway and climbed
into the car to enjoy his first official drive. However,
dad went to the back seat, where he sat right behind
his boy. When Bob saw his dad he said "Dad, you
must be fed up of the front seat after teaching me
how to drive all these days Right?" "Nope!", came
the quick reply from the dad. "I'm going to sit back
here and kick the back of your seat while you drive,
just like you've been doing to me for the last sixteen
years!"

NEW DADS
Four men are in the hospital waiting room because their wives are having
babies. A nurse goes up to the first guy and says, “Congratulations!
You’re the father of twins.”
“That’s odd,” answers the man. “I work for the Minnesota Twins!”
A nurse says to the second guy, “Congratulations! You’re the father of
triplets!”
“That’s weird,” answers the second man. “I work for the 3M company!”
A nurse tells the third man, “Congratulations! You’re the father of
quadruplets!”

Teacher (on phone): You say Michael has a cold and can’t
come to school today? To whom am I speaking?
Voice: This is my father.

“That’s strange,” he answers. “I work for the Four Seasons hotel!”
The last man is groaning and banging his head against the wall. “What’s
wrong?” the others ask.
“I work for 7 Up!”

Glass of Water
A small boy came up to his dad and meekly said
"Daddy, Daddy, can I have another glass of water
please?"
The dad replied "But I've given you 10 glasses of
water already son!"
The little boy then said, "Oh yes daddy, but the
bedroom is still on fire.
THOUGHT FOR TH DAY:

A father is a guy who has snapshots in his wallet..........
where his money used to be

How Dads Influence Teens' Happiness
The influence of fathers on their teenage children has long been
overlooked. Now researchers are finding surprising ways in which dads
make a difference
May 1, 2014|By Paul Raeburn
Adapted from Do Fathers Matter? What Science Is Telling Us about the Parent
We’ve Overlooked, by Paul Raeburn, by arrangement with Scientific
American/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, LLC. Copyright © 2014 by Paul Raeburn.
All rights reserved.

In 2011 administrators at Frayser High School in Memphis, Tenn., came
to a disturbing realization. About one in five of its female students was
either pregnant or had recently given birth. City officials disputed the
exact figures, but they admitted that Frayser had a problem. The
president of a local nonprofit aimed at helping girls blamed the disturbing rate of teen pregnancy on
television.
She pointed to the MTV shows 16 and Pregnant and Teen Mom. “So much of our society is sexually
oriented,” she said, arguing that the fixation on sex was enticing girls to have unprotected sex earlier and
more often. A lot of us might say the same thing. We know that teenagers are impressionable, and the idea
that they would be swayed by MTV makes sense.
But psychologists Sarah E. Hill and Danielle J. DelPriore, both at Texas Christian University, took note of a
more subtle fact about Tennessee. Nearly one in four households was headed by a single mother. For Hill
and DelPriore that observation was a tip-off that something entirely different was going on. “Researchers
have revealed a robust association between father absence—both physical and psychological—and
accelerated reproductive development and sexual risk-taking in daughters,” they wrote in a 2013 paper. You
might expect sexual maturation to be deeply inscribed in a teenager's genes and thus not likely to be affected
by something as arbitrary and unpredictable as whether or not girls live in the same house as their father. Yet
the association is quite clear. The problem comes in trying to explain it. How could a change in a girl's
environment—the departure of her father—influence something as central to biology as her reproductive
development?
I put that question to Hill. “When Dad is absent,” she explained, “it basically provides young girls with a cue
about what the future holds in terms of the mating system they are born into.” When a girl's family is
disrupted, and her father leaves or is not close to her, she sees her future: men don't stay for long, and her
partner might not stick around either. So finding a man requires quick action. The sooner she is ready to
have children, the better. She cannot consciously decide to enter puberty earlier, but her biology takes over,
subconsciously. “This would help facilitate what we call, in evolutionary sciences, a faster reproductive
strategy,” Hill said.
In contrast, a girl who grows up in a family in which the bond between her parents is more secure and who
has a father who lives in the home might well (subconsciously) adopt a slower reproductive strategy. She
might conclude that she can take a bit more time to start having children. She can be more thorough in her
preparation. “If you're going to have two invested parents, you're investing more reproductive resources. If
the expectation is you are not going to receive these investments, you should shift toward the faster
strategy,” Hill explained.
The Missing Link
For a long time, until women began entering the workforce in bigger numbers in the 1960s and 1970s,
fathers had a uniquely valuable familial role to play. They brought home the pay checks that housed and fed
their families and provided a little extra for dance lessons, Little League uniforms and bicycles for the kids.
Although bringing home a paycheck might not seem like the most nurturing thing a parent could do, it was

vital: nothing is more devastating to the lives of children than poverty. Keeping children fed, housed and out
of poverty was significant.
But was that it? What else could fathers claim to contribute to their children? The record shows that fathers
have been widely overlooked in scientific studies. For example, in 2005 psychologist Vicky Phares of the
University of South Florida reviewed 514 studies of clinical child and adolescent psychology from the
leading psychological journals. Nearly half of them excluded fathers.
The situation has now begun to change. The discovery of the father is one of the most important
developments in the study of children and families. Our failure to address the question of fathers' value is
more than simply a matter of academic bickering. It is reflected in the shape of the American family. Fathers
are disappearing: fewer dads are participating in the lives of their children now than at any time since the
U.S. began keeping records. This shift matters because the effects of a missing father can be profound and
counterintuitive—as in the age at which a daughter enters puberty.
Daughters at Risk
Yet the links between puberty and a father's presence are just associations. They do not reveal what causes
these changes. In the ideal experiment that would answer this question, we would assemble a group of
families and randomly assign some of the fathers to abandon their families and others to stay. Obviously,
this proposal is not likely to win approval from an ethics board. So what is the next best thing? Hill and
DelPriore designed an experiment in which young women—some of them teenagers and others just past
their teen years—were asked to write about an incident in which their father supported them and then were
encouraged to write about a time he was not there for them. Then they were asked about their attitudes
toward sexual behavior. If the researchers' hypothesis was correct, memories of unpleasant father
experiences would lead the young women to express more favorable views of risky sexual behavior.
Pleasant memories of their fathers should push them in the opposite direction.
And that is what happened. Women became “more sexually unrestricted” after recalling an incident in which
their father was disengaged, Hill explained. Further experiments showed that father disengagement did not
change women's views of other kinds of risky behavior; for instance, they were not more likely to ride a bike
without a helmet. The effect was limited to sex.
Hill told me that her research rests heavily on work by Bruce J. Ellis of the University of Arizona, who
helped to establish the connection between father absence and adverse outcomes for daughters. Ellis calls
himself an evolutionary developmental psychologist. He wants to know whether Charles Darwin's theory of
natural selection can help explain how children's environments shape their development—precisely the
question that came up in Hill's study. His research on fathers began in 1991, with efforts to test an
interesting theory. The idea was that early childhood experiences could change the way children later seek
their mates. Early experience seems to “set” the reproductive strategy that girls use later in their lives. This
is not true of boys, possibly because they have a different reproductive strategy.
In a series of studies beginning in 1999, he found that when girls had a warm relationship with their fathers
and spent a lot of time with them in the first five to seven years of their lives, they had a reduced risk of
early puberty, early initiation of sex and teen pregnancy. As Ellis continued this work, however, he became
increasingly frustrated. Clearly, the association between fathers and daughters was profound. Yet he could
not determine whether the parental behavior caused the consequences he was seeing in the daughters. An
alternative was that girls who begin puberty early and engage in risky sexual behavior do so because they
inherited certain genes from their parents. Fathers might pass on genes linked to infidelity to their daughters,
in whom they could be associated with risky sexual behavior and early puberty. Or something else in the
family's environment could be responsible for the changes in their daughters.
Ellis came up with an innovative way to pose the question. He considered families in which divorced parents
had two daughters separated by at least five years in age. When the parents divorced, the older sister would
have had five more years with a father's consistent presence than the younger sister. If father absence causes
early puberty and risky behavior, then the younger daughter should show more of that behavior than her

older sibling. Also, genes or the family's environment would not confuse the results, because those would be
the same for both daughters. It was close to a naturally occurring experiment, Ellis realized.
Ellis recruited families with two daughters. Some were families in which the parents divorced; others were
intact, to be used as a control group. He wanted to answer two questions: Was the age at which girls had
their first menstrual period affected by the length of time they spent with a father in the house? And did that
age vary depending on how their fathers behaved? The second question was added because fathers with a
history of violence, depression, drug abuse or incarceration can affect children's development.
Ellis's suspicions were confirmed. Younger sisters in divorced families had their first periods an average of
11 months earlier than their older sisters—but only in homes in which the men behaved badly as fathers.
“We were surprised to get as big an effect as we did,” Ellis told me. The conclusion was that growing up
with emotionally or physically distant fathers in early to middle childhood could be “a key life transition”
that alters sexual development.
The next step Ellis took was to look at whether these circumstances could affect the involvement of girls in
risky sexual behavior. This time he turned to Craigslist, a classified advertising Web site, and posted
announcements in several cities that began, “SISTERS WANTED!” The criteria were very specific: he was
looking for families with two sisters at least four years apart in age and currently between the ages of 18 and
36. He limited his search to families in which the birth parents separated or divorced when the younger sister
was younger than 14 years. Ellis and his colleagues were able to recruit 101 pairs of sisters, some from
families in which the parents had divorced and, using a different ad, some whose parents had not.
This time the researchers found that risky sexual behavior was not related to how long daughters lived with
their fathers but to what the fathers did in the time they spent with their daughters. “Girls who grew up with
a high-quality father—who spent more time as a high-investing father—showed the lowest level of risky
sexual behavior,” Ellis said. “Their younger sisters, who had less time with him, tended to show the highest
level of risky sexual behavior.”
The next question, then, is exactly how do fathers exert this effect on their daughters? One possible
explanation, as unlikely as it might seem, is that a father's scent affects his daughters' behavior. Many
animals emit pheromones, chemical messengers that can be picked up by others and can alter their behavior.
“There is certainly evidence from animal research, in a number of species, that exposure to the pheromones
of unrelated males can accelerate pubertal development and some evidence that exposure to pheromones of
a father can slow it down,” Ellis explained.
If the same is true of humans, pheromones could help explain how the presence or absence of fathers affects
their daughters—although that remains an untested hypothesis. Some research suggests that women who
sleep with a male partner have more regular menstrual cycles, perhaps because of the presence of the male's
pheromones.
As we finished our conversation, Ellis brought up something I had been wondering about. What effect does
father presence or absence have on sons? He told me that we do not yet know about sons. His hypothesis is
that a father's involvement could have a different effect on sons, enhancing a competitive urge and spurring
sons to achieve more when they grow up and leave the family.
Warts and All
As parents of teenagers understand, it is often hard to know how to respond to the crises, struggles, school
challenges and social difficulties that are a normal part of the passage from childhood to adulthood. What we
do matters—but it is so often hard to know what we should do. One key feature of good parenting, however,
is to be accepting of teenagers, which again is often easier said than done—especially when they show up
with a tattoo or call you from the principal's office.
Ronald P. Rohner of the University of Connecticut has spent some years looking at the consequences for
children and teenagers of being either accepted or rejected by their parents. He thinks that parental
acceptance influences important aspects of personality. Children who are accepted by their parents are

independent and emotionally stable, have strong self-esteem and hold a positive worldview. Those who feel
they were rejected show the opposite—hostility, feelings of inadequacy, instability and a negative
worldview.
Rohner analyzed data from 36 studies on parental acceptance and rejection and found that they supported his
theory. Both maternal and paternal acceptance were associated with these personality characteristics: A
father's love and acceptance are, in this regard, at least as important as a mother's love and acceptance. That
is not necessarily good news for fathers—it increases the demands on them to get this right. “The great
emphasis on mothers and mothering in America has led to an inappropriate tendency to blame mothers for
children's behavior problems and maladjustment when, in fact, fathers are often more implicated than
mothers in the development of problems such as these,” Rohner says.
Empathy is another characteristic that we hope teenagers will develop, and fathers seem to have a
surprisingly important role here, too. Richard Koestner, a psychologist at McGill University, looked back at
75 men and women who had been part of a study at Yale University in the 1950s, when they were children.
When Koestner and his colleagues examined all the factors in the children's lives that might have affected
how empathetic they became as adults, one factor dwarfed all others—how much time their fathers spent
with them. “We were amazed to find that how affectionate parents were with their children made no
difference in empathy,” Koestner says. “And we were astounded at how strong the father's influence was.”
Melanie Horn Mallers, a psychologist at California State University, Fullerton, also found that sons who
have fond memories of their fathers were more able to handle the day-to-day stresses of adulthood. Around
the same time, a team at the University of Toronto put adults in a functional MRI scanner to assess their
reactions to their parents' faces. Mothers' faces elicited more activity in several parts of the brain, including
some associated with face processing. The faces of fathers, in contrast, elicited activity in the caudate, a
structure associated with feelings of love.
The evidence shows that fathers make unique contributions to their children. It emphatically does not show
that children in families without fathers in the home are doomed to failure or anything close to that.
Although fathers matter, others can help fill that role [see “Build Your Own Family” on page 48]. We all
know children who grew up in difficult circumstances but now live rich and rewarding lives. Not all of them
grow up to be the president of the United States, but Barack Obama is an example of what can be achieved
by a child who grew up without a father but managed to overcome it.
Fatherhood is about helping children become happy and healthy adults, at ease in the world, and prepared to
become fathers (or mothers) themselves. We often say that doing what is best for our kids is the most
important thing we do. The new attention to fathers, and the research we have discussed here, should help all
of us find our way.
This article was originally published with the title "Where's Dad?"
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